In this note we show that exact computation of a family of 'max weighted score' estimators can be achieved efficiently by reformulating them as mixed integer programs (MIP). The max weighted score estimators include Manski's classic maximum score estimator, but also some other recent estimators that require the optimisation of a large number of (weighted) step functions. The advantage of our MIP formulation is that estimates are exact and can be computed using standard commercial software packages in a reasonable amount of time. Using a MIP solver in Horowitz's (1993) work-trip mode choice application we find that exact estimates lead to a different economic interpretation of the data than do previous heuristic estimates and that such estimates can be effectively computed using our method. Using a Monte Carlo study to explore the domain in which the MIP solver performs well, we find it is most effective in the context of models with 3-5 parameters estimated using 250-1000 observations.
Introduction
We are concerned with the computation of estimators that solve: β β β β = ∈ − × is the parameter to be estimated ( 0 β is normalized into binary form to allow identification and is accordingly chosen from the p+1 available parameters with this consideration in mind) and sgn(s) = -1 iff s<0, otherwise sgn(s) = 1. The parameter space B is typically compact but it is worth noting that if it is discrete this objective function becomes identical to the classic in the optimization literature 'weighted max-sat' objective (see e.g. Borchers and Furman 1999) .
1 When this estimator is the maximum score estimator of Manski (1975) ; when 1 x it is Elliott and Lieli's (2006) maximum utility estimator. These estimators are of wide applicability, with the max score estimator having been used in empirical studies of, inter alia, work-trip mode choice (Horowitz, 1993) , residential mobility determination (Bartik et al, 1992) , idling of cement kilns (Das, 1991) , entitlement of housing benefits (Blundell et al, 1988) , forecasting of basketball games outcomes (Caudill, 2003) , contingent valuation of forest resources (Li, 1996) and welfare consequences to adult children due to taking care of their elderly parents (Kniesner et al, 2001) . 2 The estimator for the regression sign in the context of forecasting financial returns maximizes profits of a simple forecast-based investment strategy and is used for this purpose by traders (Skouras, 2001b) .
The difficulty in computing these estimators arises because they are step functions of the parameters which furthermore will usually have a large number of local maxima. This means standard optimization algorithms will perform poorly if they tend to get trapped in local maxima or may not be applicable, for example if they require analytical gradients. These observations are well known in the context of max score estimator computation which has attracted considerable interest (see Pinkse, 1993) , and the treatment of the more general max weighted score estimators is very similar.
The most popular and probably the only widely available computational algorithm for computing max score estimators seems to be Manski and Thompson's (1986) 'great circle search algorithm' (GCS) which is implemented in LIMDEP. This is a heuristic algorithm (it does not guarantee a global optimum but is 'intuitively appealing') and has a 1 Borchers and Furman, 1999, p . 300 define weighted max-sat as follows: 'Given a collection C of m clauses, involving n logical variables with clause weights , find a truth assignment that maximizes the total weight of the satisfied clauses in C' . It is trivial to show that any discrete parameter space with k points can be transformed into a parameter space involving n=ceil(log(k)/log(2)) logical variables. but does not guarantee global convergence and as we shall see has poor performance in actual applications. As far as we are aware, it is the only algorithm that has been used in empirical applications of max score estimators (see Table C in our online appendix). An alternative heuristic is the smoothing procedure discussed in Skouras (2003) which however leads to exact solutions only under difficult to verify conditions. In the context of computing estimators, heuristic algorithms that guarantee only local optima are problematic because the statistical properties of such procedures can differ from those of exact estimates in arbitrary ways, a point emphasized by Andrews (1997) . 4 The algorithm for exact computation of the maximum score estimator suggested by Pinkse (1993) We suggest a new algorithm for exact computation of max weighted score estimators based on a reformulation of these estimators as a mixed integer programming problem (MIP). Our algorithm has been designed to be more efficient than HI in realistic contexts, is based on MIP solvers available in many numerical mathematics packages and is therefore very easy to implement (our software for computing max weighted score requires an installation of GAMS with XPRESS solver but no interaction of the user with these programs is necessary). It is well known that MIPs are NP-complete (even for linear, as in our case, programs -see e.g. Vavasis, 1991) but nevertheless can be solved satisfactorily for problem sizes of practical interest. Intuitively, the reason our estimator can achieve an exact optimum more efficiently than HI is because it determines parameter regions in which performance is low and avoids searching in those regions. While MIP is still rarely used by economists, the fact that MIP reformulations of economic problems can be efficient was observed at least as early as Dantzig (1960) ; in an econometric context the only application we know of has been the recent work of Jouneau-Sion and Torres (2006) who use MIP to compute Dufour's (2006) maximized Monte Carlo test statistic.
The proposed MIP reformulation of max weighted score estimators is provided in the next section. In Section 3.1 we use our software to re-compute the estimates in Horowitz's (1993) classic analysis of work-trip mode choice and arrive at an empirical model with very different economic interpretation and much larger score. In section 3.2 we provide a Monte Carlo comparison of the MIP algorithm with a Fortran implementation of Pinkse's HI algorithm and the LIMDEP implementation of Manski & Thompson's GCS algorithm. We make some concluding remarks in Section 4 and Andrews (1997) develops a methodology for dealing with this problem that unfortunately is inapplicable here due to the unusual nature of the weighted score objective function 5 There will be hyperplane intersections that need to be calculated (= ) by solving an equal number of p-by-p linear equations (= ) and for each of these the score (= ) must be calculated.
provide supporting documentation as well as our code in an online appendix at http://liee.ntua.gr/kf/mws.
Mixed Integer Programming Formulation of max weighted score estimators
It is straightforward to verify that an equivalent expression for the max weighted score estimator is:
This formulation introduces T new binary decision variables in addition to the parameter β (one for each observation) that capture whether sgn( t z ' ) t x β hits or misses at each t. The weighted hits are maximised subject to disjunctive constraints on the estimator objective function (in other words the weighted number of satisfied constraints is maximised). The computational difficulty of this problem depends on B, which controls the tightness of the imposed constraints and therefore the search space, so as usual the range of plausible parameters needs to be chosen judiciously in the context of each application to be as narrow as possible. Notice that this objective function is linear in decision variables (the step function has been eliminated), while the decision variables now also contain integer (in fact binary) variables; notice also that the disjunctive constraints can be relaxed through the parameter B. This formulation is referred to in the optimisation literature as 'mixed integer programming with disjunctive constraints and big-M relaxations' (Nemhauser and Wolsey 1999, pp.12.) .
Application: Computation of max score estimates
In order to assess the practical usefulness of the MIP formulation of the max weighted score estimator, we study in detail the computation underlying Horowitz's (1993) widely cited max score estimation of a work-trip mode choice model for Washington DC.
6 Our aim is to show that in a relevant problem the computational procedure we propose is practical, effective and a significant improvement over currently used methods (we contacted the authors of five papers reporting max score estimates, but were provided data only by Horowitz). In our online appendix B we also provide results based on simulated data which agree qualitatively with the conclusions drawn in the context of this application.
Our code for computing max weighted score estimators calls GAMS XPRESS which is a widely available commercial solver for MIP problems (that uses a branch-and-cut technique for disjunctive constraints and big-M relaxations, see Williams (1985), pp.157-161) . This code is available in our online appendix A and does not require user interaction with GAMS beyond installation so application of our approach should be trivial for any econometrician. A convenient feature of this implementation is that it also provides the user with an upper bound on the underperformance relative to the global optimum should there be a computation time constraint that does not allow the computation of the global optimum.
Exact computation of Horowitz's (1993) work-trip mode choice model estimates
Briefly, for a sample of 842 persons in Washington DC in the late 1980's Horowitz (1993) modeled the 'work-trip mode choice' decision (automobile or other) for the daily trip from home to work. The explanatory variables were the number of cars owned by traveler's household (CARS); the transit out-of-vehicle travel time minus automobile outof-vehicle travel time (DOVTT in minutes); the transit in-vehicle travel time minus automobile in-vehicle travel time (DIVTT in minutes); and the transit fare minus automobile travel cost (DCOST in dollars). The coefficient chosen for the identification normalization was that of DCOST which was set to one. Table 1 reports published computed estimates from Horowitz (1993) 7 , estimates based on the LIMDEP implementation of the max score estimator (which uses essentially the same algorithm), and our own exact results. In order to impose a plausible constraint on B, we standardized variables to mean zero and unit standard deviation and allowed each parameter to be in the range [-10, 10 ] so that parameters were allowed to be an order of magnitude larger than the standard deviations in the raw data. For given computations this normalization also facilitates a comparison of the relevance of each variable on the score.
Evidently, the published analysis would lead to the conclusion that DCOST and CARS are the most significant determinants of work-trip mode choice; we might easily arrive at the conclusion that DCOST is by far the most significant determinant of worktrip mode choice since its parameter is twenty time larger than the next largest parameter (for CARS) with standardized data. This conclusion is also likely to emerge from LIMDEP estimates which however are even more puzzling in that they suggest the effect of CARS is negative; we have not attempted to evaluate statistical significance of the estimates because it is now known -as opposed to the time of publication of the original study -that standard errors for max score estimates are difficult to estimate, even with bootstrapping (Abrevaya et al, 2005) . In contrast, our exact estimates indicate that CARS is by far the most important variable, and that probably the only factor of any relevance to work-trip mode choice is whether at least one car is owned (if CARS is one or larger the other variables must take on extremely negative values for the model to predict that the work-trip is not by automobile). This simple fact is obscured by computational inaccuracies in competing algorithms. The same inaccuracies probably corrupt published bootstrap estimates for standard errors of max score estimates that are based on heuristic optimization procedures.
Performance analysis of MIP approach
Having shown in the previous section that applications of the max score estimation should be based on exact estimates and that these can be achieved using a MIP approach, we now examine its time-performance. The computation of exact estimates using the GAMS XPRESS MIP solver required significant computation time: on a standard (Windows XP) notebook with a 1.73 GHz Pentium M processor and 512MB RAM it took approximately 10.5 hours (37,516 CPU seconds to solve approximately 5 million linear programs). It is therefore relevant to address the issue of how algorithm performance scales across the range of sizes of realistic applications and compare this with the performance of the only alternative available algorithm for computing exact estimates, i.e. Pinkse's (1993) HI algorithm, implemented by us in Fortran. We already know from the complexity calculations of the introduction that for problems of the order of the work-trip mode choice application the HI algorithm will be unacceptably slow for most users with access to standard technology. Indeed, the exact HI Fortran algorithm took 658,001 CPU seconds to solve approximately 21 billion 4-by-4 linear systems -this is an order of magnitude worse than the MIP approach. In what follows, we evaluate the robustness of this result in realistically sized applications without providing comparisons to results from GCS computations since we have already seen that such heuristic computations can be extremely misleading.
As it happens, the work-trip mode choice application of the previous subsection is average sized relative to the published literature.
8 In order to gauge the scalability and randomness in performance across realistic applications, we performed a small Monte Carlo study the results of which are reported in Table 2 . Specifically, ten samples of size 250, 500 and 1000 were randomly constructed by sampling without replacement from the data of the previous subsection. Since the original data contained only 842 observations, the Monte Carlo samples with 1000 observations were created by choosing 158 observations randomly without replacement from the original sample to occur twice in the Monte Carlo samples (together with the original 842 observations). We estimated linear models with two, three, four and five explanatory variables where the fifth explanatory variable was traveller income (INC, in thousands of dollars) -a variable not used in the original study. Thus in total, 3 4 10 120 × × = estimated models were computed.
From Table 2 two clear qualitative conclusions emerge: First, even for very small estimation problems the HI algorithm has no advantage over the MIP formulation. More importantly, it scales much worse than the MIP formulation and is probably impractical for most users if there are either more than 500 observations or more than 3 estimated parameters (the performance differential increases much more dramatically with the number of estimated parameters than sample size). Second, the MIP performance can vary significantly from one data set to another, whereas the HI algorithm's performance is practically constant. This is not surprising since the MIP algorithm exploits samplespecific features of each optimisation to avoid unnecessary computations whereas the HI algorithm involves computations the number of which is invariant across problems of the same size.
Without emphasising quantitative differences in algorithm performance (since these can depend significantly on our software and hardware implementations which however are probably advantageous for the HI algorithm 9 ) we can confirm what is also clear from our theoretical complexity calculations, i.e. that for medium sized problems the HI algorithm becomes impractical. But exact rather than heuristic computation of max score estimators is definitely necessary so computing max score estimators as MIP may be the only viable approach in realistically sized applications.
Concluding remarks
The purpose of this short note is to communicate the observation that max weighted score estimators can be computed exactly using mixed integer programming methods and that this is practical in realistic applications. We apply our proposed MIP approach to max score estimation of a widely cited work-trip mode choice model and find our exact estimates lead to a different economic interpretation than do published approximate estimates (for the vast majority, ownership of at least one car means that travel to work is by car and that other factors are irrelevant). This illustrates the importance of exact computation of estimators emphasized also by Andrews (1997) .
We also hope that these results will encourage further research into applications of MIP in econometrics. In auxiliary results reported in online appendix E, we have shown that the sum of absolute deviations estimator of the ordered response model and the mode regression estimator of the censored regression model can also be treated as MIP problems; together with the application of MIP by Jouneau-Sion and Torres (2006) and our results here, this suggests that MIP may be become a broadly useful tool for econometricians. The close connection between the max weighted score and weighted max-sat objectives is also an intriguing avenue for future research. 250 Figure 1 . Convergence of the MIP approach applied to the work-trip mode choice max score estimator. The dashed line represents an upper bound on the max score and the solid line represents the computed maximum score as a function of time. In total, 4,955,300 nodes are solved and account for 37516 CPU sec. The run was executed on a notebook with a Pentium M technology processor of 1.73 GHz and 512MB RAM running Windows XP using GAMS/XPRESS commercial software.
